FINAL SUMMARY OF AGENCY VISIT

Date of Visit: 6/15/06  Time of Visit: 08:00

Agency(s): CHAPIT

Name/Title of Visitor(s): Chief Staff Glynn FTITTINGER

Reason for Visit: ☐ Inspection  ☐ Audit  ☐ Investigation
☐ Other  ☐ Multi-media

Specific Reason for Visit: ☐ Follow-up  ☐ Routine  ☐ Random Selection
☐ Allegation  ☐ Employee Complaint  ☐ Other

Scope of Visit:
Gamma verification of survey of site after removal of contaminated material.

Facility(s)/Area(s) Visited:
SMRE - 3rd Floor

Summary of Photographs Taken (Attach Log):

Summary of Samples Taken (Attach Log):
Summary of Documents Reviewed, But Not Copied (Note-Taker should record in notes):

N/A

Summary of Copies of Documents Taken (Attach Log):

N/A

Copies of Documents Requested at Closing Conference or Post Visit (Number and Location):

N/A

Notes Taken by Visitor(s)? YES NO

Extent of Notes Taken

Site personnel performed a comprehensive gamma survey at the site. Samples were taken at 10m x 10m grids or closer depending upon the area.

Gamma readings in the western end were generally 25-30 mired/hr with a high of 45 mired/hr (less than 1 m²).

In the central area east of Block 101 (metallic area) readings were less than 25 mired/hr (a few small areas 1 m² went to 35 mired/hr).

All excavations were investigated and were less than 10 m.

From the gamma survey, no unusual or high gamma area were detected.

Safety concern: Safety around pits (fenced or backfilled)

Finding/Concerns of Visitor(s):
Alleged Violations and/or Citations:


Time Visitor(s) Departed: 11:30

Representatives Participating in Agency Visit: Linn Havelick, CSM
Steve Brin, Karen Stoller

Other Information:

Used Linear model 19 Serial No. 64193, C# 7/25/06

Used Linear model 9 Serial No. 127165, C# 6/15/06

Prepared By: Phil Stoffe
(NAME) 6/15/06

Reviewed By: Edgar Ellington
(NAME) 8/15/06

Approved By: Fred. Habib
(NAME) Agency Visit Coordinator 8-15-06

Distributed To: Linn Havelick